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                 PRESS RELEASE 

AngelPerfume.biz promise to ‘share their passion’, and offer Thierry 

Mugler’s range of scents at ‘unbeatable’ prices 

 

Brooklyn. Thursday, June 03, 2010:  AngelPerfume.biz have recently launched a comprehensive 

online store offering the entire range of French perfumer Thierry Mugler’s iconic perfumes.  The original 

Angel Perfume was launched by fashion guru Thierry Mugler in 1992 and has – remarkably - remained 

one of the top ten most popular scents in both Europe and the US since this time.  The scents have an 

ardent and committed following and a reputation for quality and longevity. 

 

AngelPerfume.biz stock nine perfumes from Thierry Mugler’s Angel range, as well as body lotions, 

shower mousse and deodorants.  They also stock men’s scents, in the form of Angel Ice Men and 

Angel B men.  Most fragrances are available as 1.7oz original bottles, and as 0.8oz refills - enabling 

customers to enjoy the scents and easily replenish their perfume. 

 

The online store has seen Company Director, Michael Rubin, realize a dream.  He explains that: “I’ve 

always had a genuine passion for these scents.  I was amazed that the original scent has remained 

such a perennial favorite, and Angel Perfume was always a fragrance that appealed to me.  I have 

followed the range with interest and always been impressed with the new additions; particularly the 

Garden of Stars scents.  I decided to turn my passion into a business and now source 100% original 

scents and sell them at unbeatable prices, enabling customers to discover Angel Perfumes for 

themselves, and to share my passion!” 

 

AngelPerfume.biz are based in Brooklyn and are an entirely US based operation.  They offer a no 

questions return policy on any product returned within 30 days, and all perfumes are dispatched 

within 48 hours by courier. 

 

Further details of the range of scents and AngelPerfume’s service can be found at 

www.angelperfume.biz. 

 

For press or other enquiries please contact Ray Steinberg at press@angelperfume.biz.  

Contact  

Ray Steinberg 

Phone: 1-347-351-1237 
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